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What special about this shirt?

 Moisture-wicking 
to keep you 
sweat-free at gym

 Has thermal-
vision to change 
color with change 
of body heat

 All of the above

 None of the 
above



What does this wearable do?

 Monitors Heart Rate

 Tracks Fitness & 
Sleep Patterns

 Projects light 
patterns on your 
neck based on body 
movements

 None of the above



What is this wearable & what does it do?

 Unlocks 
cellphone and 
share URLs with 
other devices

 Alerts on 
notifications by 
vibrations

 Tracks fitness

 Does not exist



Can you guess its purpose?

 Changes colors 
based on heart rate

 GPS tracker

 Smartphone call 
indicator for security 
guards at clubs

 Alerts you on 
notifications from 
Facebook & 
Instagram

EMBRACE+ 



Just where is tech taking us?

 Monitors body 
temperature & 
heart rate

 Dispense Drinks

 Dialysis Machine

 Worn during 
exercise to keep 
body temperature 
under control

DAREDROID 2.0 COCKTAILMAKING DRESS



What's the main selling point of this watch-like 
device? Or is that a smart man pouch?

 Control devices 
such as TV using 
gestures

 Detects dreams by 
tracking body 
movements & 
brain waves

 Fitness & sleep 
tracker

 None of the above

Aurora headband manufactured by iWinks



What is this? Why is so groundbreaking?

 Measures body 
temp. & heart rate

 Built in panic 
button & GPS

 Notifies you when 
you eat too much, 
tightens when you 
stand and loosens 
when you sit

 Displays amount of 
energy used during 
excercise



Why you should consider this broken-egg-shell-
like gizmo?

 Behold! Magneto’s 
helmet will protect you 
from Charles Xavier’s 
attack

 Detects sleep & predicts 
dreams

 Detects stress and plays 
tunes to relax your brain

 Assesses brain activity 
and presents data on 
dashboard



Super-geeky piece of garment is a technology. 
Can you make the right guess this time?

 Adjusts to body and 
environment 
temperature to keep 
you in optimum 
condition

 Alerts on social media 
notifications

 Used for gesture control 
of other gadgets such as 
computers & TVs

 Devised for 
comprehensive health 
and body tracking



Something for the feet at last: a pair of socks. 
Why should you consider buying these?

 Compression 
Treatment for 
plantar fasciitis

 Provide 
comprehensive data 
on every aspect of 
step and movement

 Equipped with GPS 
trackers to measure 
distance, speed and 
location of wear

 All of the above

Sensoria Fitness Socks



Earliest wearable showcased in Bollywood? 
When?

 1981

 1996

 2005

 2011

Sara Zamana Haseeno Ka Deewana Song | | Yaarana 1981



It’s what used to be called the 

Quantified Self.

WEARABLE

TECH
of 2OO4



In 2013, 
it began to look like this.

Technology made 
way to lifestyle and 
fashion.



There are wearables 
for babies



Even wearables to 
tell you your kids are 
drowning



Google Novartis Smart Lens To Be Ready For Human Trials 
In 2016



Wearable Tech used to be about helping society 
deal with health issues



Now its also about 
objects of desire



The Big Question is:

Will we move past wristbands?



A perfect storm is brewing



Previously disparate industries are starting to 
come together

Fashion

Tech

Sport

Medical



Albeit only tentatively

Fashion

Tech

Sport

Medical



What is causing this change?

• Availability of miniature low cost sensors

• Availability of low cost wireless chips – Bluetooth Smart 

• Computing Capability on the cloud



The glue binding these 

together is:  

Analysts predict over 50 billion connected devices 

will be in use by 2020, generating a tsunami of 

personal data.

A significant proportion of those could be 

wearable devices.

The Internet of Things



They may be pretty, but by themselves, your 

wearable is just a Hardware App

The market will be won by companies that 

understand the VALUE OF DATA INSIGHT.

Hardware and Wireless 

aren’t enough



BUT…

Lots of data needs new business models, 

which bring new problems.



What does all that data tell?

When people actually go running.

And how often?

Whether you have a prostate problem?

Or a urinary tract infection?

How does that change your responsibility?



Successful companies will employ:

Data Scientists

Behavioural Scientists

Fashion Designers

Ethicists

Do we?



Designers need to think past sensors and hardware

A way of 

packaging 

sensors

A way of 

storing data

Constantly 

evolving 

analytics

Moving 

the data

Compelling 

customer 

feedback

Hardware Model Service Model 

Unless you complete the chain, wearables are only “Fashion Tech”

The new game is about data.
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